IgA Immunoreactive Deposits Collocal with Fibrillin Immunoreactive Fibers in Dermatitis Herpetiformis Skin
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The IgA immunoreactive granules or fibrils, characteristically found in dermal papillae of patients with dermatitis herpetiformis, were previously reported to be associated with microfibrillar bundles. Recently, fibrillin, a component of such 8-12 nm microfibrils, was identified. In normal skin, the fibrillin immunoreactive microfibrils are present at the periphery of elastic fibers and are also present without concomitant amorphous elastin in the dermal papillae close to the lamina densa.

The localization of the IgA immunoreactive material in the dermal papillae of 17 patients with dermatitis herpetiformis was compared with the distribution of the fibrillin immunoreactive fiber network. Immunofluorescence methods using FITC- and TRITC-labelled antibodies, an avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex technique, and standard elastin staining procedures, were used in several sequential and double staining procedures. In 13 specimens, in which the IgA reactivity was granular, most of the granules were located at the sites of fibrillin-reactive structures. As it could not be excluded that the collocality was coincidental, it could not be ascertained whether the IgA granules were in fact related to the fibrillin immunoreactive fibers in these specimens. However, in 4 specimens with both granular and fibrillar IgA immunoreactive deposits, these were clearly related to and located at the sites of fibrillin-reactive fibrils in the dermal papillae. The results confirm earlier reports of an association of IgA reactive deposits with microfibrillar bundles in dermatitis herpetiformis skin, although the possibility of their binding to other extracellular matrix component(s) has not been ruled out. The findings suggest that fibrillin may be the structural component (or one of them) to which IgA reactive deposits bind in the skin of patients with dermatitis herpetiformis. Key words: Dermatitis herpetiformis, IgA, fibrillin, microfibril.
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A granular and sometimes fibrillar pattern of IgA- and C3- immunoreactivity in the tips of the dermal papilla, close to the dermal-epidermal junction, is a characteristic finding both in lesional and normal skin in patients with dermatitis herpetiformis (DH) (1-3). The pathogenesis of DH is still obscure, as is the role of complement and IgA in this disease. A relationship with celiac disease is indicated by signs of gluten-sensitive enteropathy in DH patients and by the beneficial effect obtained with a gluten-free diet (2, 4, 5).

The origin of the dermal IgA is unknown. It consists of IgA type 1. As both IgA1 and IgA2 are produced in the gut, it would seem that, unless there is a selective binding of IgA1, dermal IgA derives from another source (6). Both types of IgA are present in the circulating immune complexes found in the sera of some DH patients, indicating that the dermal IgA is not derived from such immune complexes (6). IgA immunoreactive deposits have also been found in jejunal biopsies from patients with dermatitis herpetiformis and from patients with celiac disease (7). The findings of a study using extraction procedures have suggested that the IgA reactive deposits in the dermal papillae of patients with DH contain aggregated IgA (8). Immunoreactivity of vitronectin and C9 neoantigen has been demonstrated in such granules, suggesting presence of SC5b-9 terminal complement complexes in addition to C3 and IgA (9,10). Immunoreactivity of fibrin has also been reported in these deposits (11).

The nature of the structures to which the IgA-reactive deposits bind, is unclear. The granules are located close to the dermal-epidermal junction, a region where anchoring fibrils and 10 nm microfibrils attach to the lamina densa. The microfibrils form a continuum with elastin-associated 10 nm microfibrils lower in the papillary dermis (12). IgA immunoreactivity has been demonstrated on amorphous substances in close association with such microfibrils near the dermal-epidermal junction (11,
Association of the IgA-reactive deposits with anchoring fibrils has also been reported (15). The chemical composition of the 10 nm microfibrils is still unclear. Fibrillin, a 350 kD glycoprotein, was recently demonstrated in conjunction with elastin-associated microfibrils and other 10 nm microfibrils and is presumably a constituent of such microfibrils (16, 17). The dermal fibrillin immunoreactive fiber probably has a structural function, connecting the amorphous elastin to the lamina densa and to the extracellular matrix (18). Close to the lamina densa microfibrillar bundles lack amorphous elastin, and the fibrillin-reactive fibrils in this region also lack vitronectin and amyloid P component immunoreactivity that are normally present at the periphery of elastic fibers in adults (18-20).

The present study was designed to ascertain whether the dermal IgA deposits in dermatitis herpetiformis are associated with fibrillin fibers in the dermal papillae.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The skin specimens studied were from 17 patients with clinical and immunohistochecmic signs of dermatitis herpetiforms, and comprised surplus material from biopsies referred to the laboratory for diagnostic immunofluorescence examination from ten different hospitals in Sweden. They were from perilesional skin (7 specimens) or from normal skin (10 specimens). Only specimens from cases with typical clinical pictures were included in the study. Diagnostic immunofluorescence demonstrated granular C3 and IgA reactivity in the tips of dermal papillae in all the specimens studied and in four of the specimens there was additional fibrillar IgA reactivity with immunostaining of perpendiculat fibers in the dermal papillae.

Fixation procedure

The specimens were immersed in a transport medium (550 g ammonium sulphate added to 1 liter of 25 mM potassium citrate, 5 mM N-ethylmaleimide, and 5 mM magnesium sulphate), washed in 48 hours in transport medium lacking ammonium sulphate, and then frozen in chlorofluoromethane R 22 at the temperature of liquid nitrogen. The specimens were stored at −70°C until sectioned. Cryostat sections, 4 and 10 µm thick, were air-dried for 30 minutes before being incubated with primary antibodies.

Proteins and primary antisera

Monoclonal antibodies against fibrillin were produced by Sakai et al. (17). The working dilution was 1:200 (immunofluorescence) or 1:3000 (avidin biotin peroxidase complex technique).

FITC rabbit anti-human C3c, FITC rabbit anti-human IgA, FITC swine anti-rabbit IgG and TRITC goat antimouse IgG were from Dakopatts a/s (Copenhagen). Monoclonal anti-IgA (working dilution 1:400) was donated by Dr Bjorn Dahlback, Malmo. Biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG were from Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, USA. Monoclonal anti-vitronectin (working dilution 1:3000) was kindly provided by Dr Tamrius at Cytotech, San Diego.

Immunohistochecmic techniques

To demonstrate colocalization of immunoreactivity of IgA with that of fibrillin in the dermal papillae, two staining procedures were used:

1. In a double staining immunofluorescence procedure, the specimens were first incubated with polyclonal anti-human IgA and then with FITC swine anti-rabbit IgG. Subsequently they were incubated first with anti-fibrillin and then with TRITC goat anti-mouse IgG after which the sections were examined in a fluorescence microscope with two filter systems, one selective for FITC, the other selective for TRITC. The distribution of anti-IgA and that of anti-fibrillin immunoreactivity were compared and photographs taken of all specimens.

2. In a sequential procedure, FITC rabbit anti-human IgA was used in the first reaction in the immunofluorescence technique. After photography, the sections were processed with monoclonal anti-fibrillin in an avidin-biotin-peroxidase complex technique, using biotinylated horse antimouse IgG as the secondary antiserum (21). Additional sections from three of the specimens (all of which had fibrillar IgA reactivity in the papillae) were stained by elastic stain in the second reaction. Photographs were taken of corresponding sections.

Negative controls using buffer or unrelated antibodies instead of primary antibodies, were used in all experiments.

IgA and fibrillin reactivity was compared, using the sequential staining procedure on ten specimens and the double staining procedure on eight specimens. Both procedures were used on one of the specimens. Photographs of all sections stained by anti-IgA were compared with corresponding photographs of the same sections stained by anti-fibrillin (in either method) to ascertain whether the IgA reactive deposits were colocal with fibrillin reactive fibers.

RESULTS

Granules immunostainable by anti-IgA and anti-C3 were present in the tips of the dermal papillae in all the 17 specimens, in four of which there was additional fibrillar immunostaining by anti-IgA and anti-C3 in the dermal papillae. In all, but three specimens, fibrillin immunoreactive fibers extended perpendicularly towards the dermal epidermal junction in the papillary dermis, as in normal skin (18). In three specimens from elderly patients (72, 82 and 88 years old) fibrillin immunoreactivity was scarce in the upper part of dermis, except in a thin layer quite close to the junction, similar to previous findings in nonexposed skin from elderly people (18).

In specimens with granular IgA immunoreactivity, the IgA reactive structures were found colocal with fibrillin immunoreactive fibers in the papillary der-
Fig 1. Immunostaining of skin sections from two patients with both granular and fibrillar IgA reactive deposits, demonstrating IgA immunoreactive deposits colocal with fibrillin immunoreactive structures in the dermal papillae. Sections of skin specimens stained with polyclonal anti-human IgA in an immunofluorescence technique (a, c), and with monoclonal anti-fibrillin in a double immunofluorescence technique using TRITC goat anti-mouse IgG as the secondary antibody (b), or in a sequential technique using biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG as secondary antibody in an avidin-biotin peroxidase complex technique (d) (x 500).

mis in all cases, with the exception of a few IgA-reactive granules present at sites where there was faint or no fibrillin immunoreactivity. Owing to the limited resolution of the light microscopy technique the possibility could not be ruled out, that the presence of granules colocal with fibrillin reactive structures was merely a coincidence, at least in some of these specimens, especially in the case of specimens which had an abundance of fibrillin immunoreactive fibers in the papillary dermis and/or in which a large amount of granules were located in the immediate proximity of the junction.

However, it was easier to evaluate the four specimens with the fibrillar IgA reactivity, in all four of which the IgA immunoreactivity was clearly shown to be colocal with fibrillin immunoreactive fibers (Fig. 1). As discussed above, also in these specimens there were a few IgA reactive granules at sites lacking anti-fibrillin immunoreactivity.

Patterns of IgA immunoreactivity and those produced by elastin staining were compared in specimens from three patients with fibrillar type of IgA reactivity. Fibers in the middle and lower parts of the papillary dermis that were stained by IgA and anti-fibrillin were also found to be stainable by orcein (Fig. 2). The fibrillar IgA immunoreactivity extended further distally than the orcein-stained fibers.

DISCUSSION

This study was prompted by earlier reports on the ultrastructural association of IgA deposits with microfibrillar bundles in dermal papillae of DH patients, and the recent finding that fibrillin is a structural component of such microfibrils (11, 13–15, 17). The results confirmed those of earlier electron microscopy studies.
In the specimens with fibrillar IgA reactive fibers, these were clearly colocal with the fibrillin immunoreactive fibers, indicating that the IgA reactive deposits bind to fibrillin-containing microfibrils. Whether this also applies to all granular IgA deposits was not definitely established, and the possibility that granular IgA deposits may also bind to other structures could not be excluded.

The presence in some specimens of a few IgA-reactive granules at sites that were faintly or not at all stained by anti-fibrillin may indicate that some of the IgA-reactive granules lack association with fibrillin fibers. Alternatively, technical reasons may explain the absence of fibrillin immunoreactivity. For example, granules in DH skin are easier to stain and visualize with an immunofluorescence technique than with the avidin-biotin peroxidase complex technique when both techniques are optimized (unpublished observation).

The majority of the IgA reactive granules are located quite close to the dermal epidermal junction, a region where microfibrils and anchoring fibrils attach to the lamina densa (12). Immuno electron microscopy findings have previously demonstrated the presence of IgA-reactive amorphous masses in conjunction with microfibrils in this region in skin from DH patients (11, 12–15). Further ultrastructural studies using anti-fibrillin and anti-IgA in immuno electron microscopical studies may provide further information, though the results may be difficult to interpret. Future immunochemical and biochemical studies on the nature of the IgA deposits are needed to elucidate what intermolecular mechanisms are involved. Hopefully, studies using purified components of these deposits and of extracellular matrix components, e.g. fibrillin, will be possible in the future.

The fibrillar IgA reactivity coincided with perpendicularly orcin-stained fibers even though the fibrillar IgA reactivity extended further distally than the orcin-stained fibers in the dermal papillae. The perpendicularly fibers have been termed “oxytalan” fibers. Like elastic fibers, they were recently found to have immunoreactivities of fibrillin, vitronectin and of serum amyloid P component and to be stainable by orcin in normal skin (18–20). However, in their distal parts which joined the dermal epidermal junction, they were stainable only by anti-fibrillin. This is the region where the majority of IgA-reactive granules in DH skin are located. Thus, the IgA-reactive deposits in DH skin are most commonly located in a region where fibrillin normally lacks concomitant elastin and vitronectin. The finding that IgA-reactive granules are immunostainable by anti-vitronectin suggests that vitronectin may be involved in the deposition of IgA-reactive material in skin of DH patients.

Hopefully, the hypothetical role(s) of fibrillin, vitronectin and other complement proteins in the formation of abnormal deposits in the skin of DH patients will be elucidated in future studies using biochemical and immunochemical techniques.
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